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week 14: excIted FeelIng
FUn HAs to Be FUn FoR eVeRyone 

lesson 1: Kotowaza: Fun Has to Be Fun for everyone
Objective: Children will demonstrate how to use the Excited kotowaza to calm down and calm others.
character PrinciPle: Be Responsible
sel cOMPetency: Self-Awareness
vOcabulary: Excited
Materials: Huggtopus with Excited Feeling tucked in pouch
1. Remind children that Huggtopus can easily get too silly or excited. She also gets really excited  
 when something fun is planned. When Huggs gets excited, she might get a little out of control.
2. Pull a name stick. Ask that child to take the Excited Feeling from Huggs’s pouch. Say, “Everybody 
 show me your excited face, body, feet, hands, hair. Everyone make an excited sound.” 
3. Share the kotowaza: “Fun has to be fun for everyone.” Say, “This kotowaza reminds us that when we 
 play, play has to be fun for everyone. If the play gets too wild, some kids might not have fun.”
4. Hold Huggtopus and the Excited Feeling. Take the first turn and share what creates excited feelings  
 for you. “I feel excited when …”
5. Pass Huggs to children who wish to share what makes them feel excited. Prompt them to start  
 with, “I feel excited when …” You could have the child hold Huggs and share this with Huggs’s eyes.

lesson 2: too excited or Rough in Play
Objective: Children will know how to change play to stay safe, fun, and within bounds.
character PrinciPle: Be Respectful
sel cOMPetency: Social Awareness
vOcabulary: Excited, rough, facial expression
Materials: Huggtopus with Excited Feeling tucked in pouch
1. Say, “Last time, we talked about being excited. Clap if you get excited when you play.” 
2. Pull a name stick. Ask that child to take the Excited Feeling from Huggtopus’s pouch. Ask all the  
 children to make an excited face and sound. 

exCiTemenT and rough-and-TumBle play in young Children

Rough-and-tumble play helps children learn about their bodies. It can also serve as an outlet 

for active children and helps develop the frontal lobe of the brain, which is used to regulate 

behavior (Panksepp 1998). Most importantly, this play teaches children about the give-and-take 

of social interactions and how essential it is to “give” and “read” body language that indicates 

that play needs to change or end. Rough-and-tumble play also requires quick changes in roles—

like who’s “It” in a game of tag. This style of play actually imitates the give-and-take of mature 

conversations that children will engage in in the future. Consequently, rough-and-tumble play 

should be encouraged when it is safe and fun for all!
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3. Say, “Remember, fun has to be fun for everyone. Sometimes we might hear sounds from our friends that 
 tell us that the play is NOT fun anymore.” Now make a sound that says, ‘This is not fun’ [groan]. Now 
 make a sound that says, ‘This is fun’ [laugh]. Ask children if your sound said it was fun or not fun. 
4. Say, “We also have to look at our friends’ facial expressions to see if play is still fun.” Make a face to 
 show you are still having fun. Make a face to show, ‘This is not fun anymore.’ Have the children  
 distinguish between the different facial expressions.
5. Pull a name stick. Give Huggtopus to the child and say, “Chase me.” Say to the class, “Clap when 
 you hear and see I’m not having fun anymore.” Start the chase by making playful sounds and happy 
 facial expressions. Then make groans and unhappy facial expressions to show you are not having fun.
6. Acknowledge, “You clapped when my sounds and facial expression said I wasn’t having fun anymore. 
 My body was saying, ‘I like you, but this is not fun anymore.’ ”
7. Pull name sticks to give more children turns to chase and show when play is not fun anymore.
8. Wrap up by telling the children, “When you can see and hear that a game is no longer fun, you can 
 be kind and say, ‘Let’s play something else.’ ” 

rough-and-TumBle play vs. aggressive play

     Rough-and-tumble  Aggressive 

Facial expressions       Smiling    Frowns, tears

Sounds    Laughing   Crying, yelling

Participants   Willing    One child is more dominant

Continuation of play  Children stay for more Children flee as soon as possible

Rough-and-tumble play digresses into fighting less than 1% of the time in preschool 

(Carlson 2006). 


